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Archaism poetry is one of the poetry types which appeared in Wei, Jin and 
Southern and Northern Dynasties. For this kind of poetry whose writing style imitated  
the predecessors, there are both praise and blame evaluation. The focus of controversy 
is that whether it can show the personality of the author. This thesis starts with the 
definition of "archaism poetry", to study the archaism poetry as a "dialogue" with the 
leading works, the first writer, and to study what kind of lyric space it has, what kind 
of lyrical strategy different types of the archaism poetry use, and the position, function 
and the questions of the archaism poetry in the lyric tradition and make an appropriate 
description of the lyric function of the ancient poetry.  
In addition to the introduction and conclusion, the thesis is divided into five 
chapters. 
The introduction part introduces the research status and significance of the topic. 
In the first chapter, we discuss the characteristics and types of the archaism 
poetry. Any text has components of imitation, but it is just a matter of degree. Some of 
these imitation components are made clear by the author, some of it are "read out" by 
readers and critics. In this paper, we first define the archaism poetry such ones as 
"clearly show people the simulation track" made by the author, (this "clearly shows 
people" the trace of imitation can be judged from the title or preface),and we define 
the archaism poetry genre feature from the perspective of intention of writing, the 
pattern of conception and the characteristic of expression. On such basis, we consider 
the simulation object, the motivation and the proposed mechanism in this chapter, and 
we distinguish the archaism poetry into four basic types: quasi-chapter, quasi-style, 
quasi-style & endorsing and quasi-situation type. 
The second chapter gives a brief description of the ancient Chinese archaism 
poetry creation. In the history of Chinese ancient literature, the phenomenon that the 















Southern and Northern Dynasties and the Ming Dynasty. The archaism poetry creation 
kept step with reformation of the poetry that tend to be new from the ancient in this 
period. It is not only a means to reflect the tradition of poetry, but also reflects the 
"arspoetica" pursuit of the poetry writing in this period. In the Ming Dynasty, the 
creation of archaism poetry had a deep dispute with the Retro movements of poetry. In 
this period, the creation of archaism poetry had a clear poetic orientation, and existed 
the problem of "imitate too far ". As for as the creation of archaism poetry in Tang and 
Song Dynasty, its function in the development and change of poetry were not obvious.  
It mainly functioned as a means of giving compliments to the ancestors. 
The third chapter studies of the lyric mechanism of the archaism poetry. The 
archaism poetry is a field in which a dialogue between the author and the source text 
happens. This dialogue includes three levels of repetition, integration and 
transformation which constitutes the lyric space of the archaism poetry. Different 
types of archaism poetry have different lyrics strategies, such as the "dialogue and 
feedback" strategy in quasi-chapter archaism poetry, "being similar" strategy in 
quasi-style poetry, the "literary role-play" in the quasi – style & endorsing archaism 
poetry, "non-personalization" in the quasi-situation archaism poetry.  
The fourth chapter discusses the literary and cultural background of the archaism 
poetry and its function in the lyric tradition. From the relationship between the 
creation of the archaism poetry and the "quotation or creation" consciousness of the 
ancient Chinese, the relationship between the archaism poetry creation and the "airing 
ideas by poems" in pre Qin, enlightenment of the imitation works of Cifu from the 
Han Dynasty, the establishment of individual Poetics and other aspects , we analyze 
the literary and cultural background of the archaism poetry. From the archaism poetry 
and "impersonating" lyric, the archaism poetry and lyric model seeking, we analyze 
the function of the archaism poetry creation in the the traditional construction of 
ancient Chinese poetry. 
In the fifth chapter, the author reviews the evaluation and dispute about the 
archaism poetry creation of the literary criticism in the past dynasties, and insight into 















the study and compliments made by the younger generation of writers to the senior 
writers. But it also gets a lot of criticism. Behind this kind of criticism, there exists the 
anxiety about the "sincerity" and "innovation" of poetry writing.  
Conclusion summarizes the full text of the point of view, make prospects for the 
possible direction of the research of the archaism poetry. 
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